
Purpose of this self-care practice:
For training muscles how to rest and shifting our nervous system into “rest and digest” mode. For helping
boost the body’s natural healing process by releasing excess tension and thus increasing circulation.
Excess tension can be viewed as residual and stagnated effort.

Concepts for brain-food:
Stability vs. mobility
• We need tension, just not too much in any one spot or we’ll feel stiff/stuck (too much stability). Too

little is not great either, that feels insecure/unsteady (too much mobility). The key lies in
understanding that the ‘perfect’ amount of tension is always changing, every moment is different.
Practice learning how to detect what the sensation of bodily-balance feels like and you’ll be skilled
at promoting balance wherever you need it most.

Compression vs. extension (also known as “pushing” and “pulling”)
• Emphasize exhales with compression (aka massage) and inhales with extension (aka stretching).
• To release especially taut muscles, alternate between compression and extension to ‘untie the knot.’

Four actions: push, pull, allow, & stop
• All therapeutic actions can be summarized into these four actions. They describe the mechanics of

movement as well as basic interrelational dynamics (how different entities interact with each other).

Massage and Yoga Therapy techniques:
Positional Release
• To slacken a tight muscle, position yourself so the ends of the muscle are closer together, passively.

Gravity stretch
• Position your body so it’s lifted, supported, and at rest. Breathe slowly and deeply, allowing gravity’s

weight to accumulate with every exhale. Notice your body sink/settle into the ground beneath you.
Pin and stretch
• Aim where tension releases by pinning down a tight spot while moving the muscle. Notice the

tension paths which connect your body parts together. Draw a mental map of your tension paths.
Pin and rotate
• Akin to pin and stretch but emphasizing rotational stretching movements. Tension often spirals.

Yoga Therapy is:
A broad term that encompasses a variety of approaches, concepts, and techniques. To me, Yoga Therapy
is anything which cultivates healing and embodiment by combining breath, intention and presence.
Playfully investigate bodily sensations with a creative yet non-attached mindset.

Restorative Yoga and Self-Massage
www.JaredGreenTherapeutics.com
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These are a few
examples of common
lines of tension which
connect body parts
together.

Research the term
Myofascial Meridians
to learn more.



Map out your tension patterns!
1. Mark the spots where you feel notably strong or absent sensations in your body.
2. Connect the dots to reveal patterns.
3. Observe and record interesting details about your patterns. How do they relate to the 

concepts described on the other page? Which therapeutic technique(s) feel useful?
4. Check back in a week or so to learn how your map changes with time.
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